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Open the OneScreen Annotation Software
Click the mouse icon

Click on the mouse icon to enter the whiteboard
Initial Screen

**Menu bar** is added like regular Windows applications have.

**Status Indicator** shows current page and selected tool. Displays menu function when selected.

**Side Bar** enables quick access to: Document, Gallery, Properties, View and Conference.

This arrow will toggle the side bar to the other side.

Quickly delete items on a page by dragging them to the **Rubbish Bin**.
Mouse Operations

PC Mode: Mouse icon must be selected for Computer operations

Annotate here

Write on Desktop
In StarBoard Software select Write on Desktop in:
Settings > Preferences > Annotation tab > Desktop Options

Write on Captured Desktop: To capture current screen for annotation in StarBoard Software:
1) Select Write on Captured Desktop in:
Settings > Preferences > Annotation Tab > Desktop Options
2) Screen Capture: Menu > Insert > Screenshot or click on any pen icon from PC mode
License Activation

License Activation: 60 days after installing StarBoard Software Standard Edition or Licensed Edition, you will need to complete License Activation to continue use: Help > License Activation

To verify the edition of StarBoard Software, go to: Help > About

For details on License Activation, go to: Help > StarBoard Help
OneScreen Annotation Software

White board

Document Tab: View all pages at once, delete pages, insert pages, print, export, copy to whiteboard, add or delete attachments.

Page Menu: Click on arrow below page thumbnail to get page menu options.
Normal Pen

Properties Tab:
1. 6 pen styles: Normal (solid), Highlighter, Outline, Shadow, Tube, and Texture.
2. 12 colors for each pen style, plus 4 customizable colors
3. Line style options: Solid, Dotted, or Dashed
4. Adjust pen size with slider or Small, Medium, Large icons

Clear Page: erase entire current page

Normal Pen is best for annotations and freehand

Eraser: erases lines made with Normal Pen
OneScreen Annotation Software

Intelli-pen & Pointer Pen

Intelli-Pen:
1. Automatically converts freehand shapes into geometric objects (supported shapes: rectangle, circle, arrow, star, triangle, polygon, Diamond, Line)
2. Convert handwriting into text
3. Search text in Google, Wikipedia, or any search engines
4. Great for Math lessons when used with grid

Pointer Pen:
1. Works the same as a laser pointer
2. With each annotation, the previous annotation will disappear
3. Click once to make an arrow
4. Works well with presentations
OneScreen Annotation Software

Text Pen

Automatically convert handwriting into text:
1. Write out word or phrase using Text-Pen
2. Automatically convert into 1st candidate text
3. Choose the word from candidates to replace with another text (Candidates will be shown when check “Show alternatives”)

Onescreen

Onescreen
OneScreen Annotation Software

Erasers

Normal Eraser only erases annotations by Normal Pen

Image Eraser erases both annotations and inserted images. Images must be in raster format (jpg, bmp, png, etc.)

Eraser Width can be adjusted in the Properties Tab (Small, Medium, Large)
The Curtain can hide and reveal objects on a page.

Change Curtain Texture and Opacity: Properties Tab > Object Properties
Object Fill Tool

Object Fill Tool can fill any closed object or freehand shape with solid or highlighter colors.

Geometric objects

Freehand shapes
Snap to Object

Snap Line to Object: Snap a line to an existing object edge and intersection, once the line is near enough to the object.

Snap Tool to Object: Snap compass, ruler and protractor to object edge.
Snap Line to Circle: Snap a line to middle of a circle or edge of a circle.
Snap Tool to Circle: Snap compass, ruler and protractor to center of a circle. So you can draw concentric circle or tangential line.
You can use different **size**, *font*, type (*italic, underlined, color, superscript, subscript* with text.)
Text Recognition

Intelli-Pen is best for writing notes and drawing shapes

Convert Handwriting to Text:
1. Write out word or phrase using Intelli-Pen
2. Select word by clicking on it once with Intelli-pen (Menu will appear)
3. Choose the word from the menu to replace writing with text

photosynthesis

photosynthesis
Recent Documents will show up to 10 recently used files with preview thumbnails. (File > Recent Documents)
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Accessories

OneScreen Interactive Whiteboard and Annotation Software [untitled]
Screen and Lecture recording with Audio

Screen Recorder allows you to record your annotations and voice. To open Screen Recorder:
Tools > Accessories > Screen Recorder
You can save recordings as Windows Media Video files (.wmv). Play recordings at any time with any media player that supports .wmv file format.
To start recording feed from camera device and storing it for annotations, use the Content Capture tool present in Accessories in the tools menu.